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ABOUT
SPAIN RUSH-SPF
We are a sports training company specializing in soccer. We develop different soccer programs for
public and private entities always within ethical values. We focus on a human staff of the highest level
and with international experience, which guarantees the quality of our service. We have three main lines
of business:

SPAIN RUSH-SPF ACADEMY

We design programs for young players with individual coaching plan. Each player
has his own program adapted to his needs, as a player and as a person. Spain
RUSH-SPF program gives them the opportunity to become professionals.

TRAINING CAMPS - SOCCER STAGE

We make personalized football programs for National Teams, Professional Clubs,
Football Academies or Schools with stays from 5 days to 1 month in Spain. Organizing
for them a formative experience in soccer of the highest level with training, friendly
matches against professional clubs, watching La Liga matches, training for coaches,
etc. All this combined with complementary activities to make an unforgettable
experience.

INTERNATIONAL SPAIN RUSH-SPF CAMPS

Our SPAIN RUSH-SPF coaches travel around the world to train players, coaches
and parents on our RUSH methodology. In addition to looking for new talent to give
them the opportunity to play in the best leagues in Europe and teaching a unique
way of playing as it is the model in Spain.

Formed in 1997, Rush Soccer began in Littleton, Colorado with Colorado Rush. From there it expanded
to more states across the U.S. to where it is now…with over 50 clubs across 35 states! Rush is also in
over 40 countries across the world, making it truly a worldwide soccer brand. SPAIN RUSH-SPF desires
to give all players an equal opportunity to explore their potential and pursue positive outcomes on and
off the field.

YOU are one of over 40.000 youth soccer players globally!
We are glad to have you as part of the club and culture of the Rush!
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SPAIN

Spain is a great opportunity to become a Top Player in
one of the best League in the World.

www.spanishprofootball.com

Best
CHOICE

In total, Spanish clubs have won 78 international titles
Among those found, 18 European Cups / Champions
League, 7 FIFA Club World Cups, 11 UEFA Cups ....
In particular the region to which Valencia belongs, the
“Comunidad Valenciana”, is next to Cataluña and Madrid,
where there are more professional teams concentrated that
debut in LaLiga. In this city we have Villarreal CF, Levante
UD and Valencia CF, three great clubs with their own
academies, the most competitive in the League.
One of the advantages of playing in the Spanish league is the exposure that players have
to professional team scouts. In this way, the opportunity is given to those players who meet
the requirements and capabilities of the scouts to jump into the professional world of football.

WHERE
ARE WE?
There are not many cities like Valencia, it is the third
city in Spain, located on the Mediterranean coast,
with good beaches, one of the largest historical
centers in the country, a pleasant climate all year
round, and sporting and cultural events as well as a
great cast of native festivals known worldwide.
Other advantages of Valencia are its proximity to
the Mediterranean Sports Resorts used by football
teams throughout Europe for winter breaks, or
its proximity to the capital and other major cities
(Madrid and Barcelona).

Leading city!

Let yourself be seduced by one of the most beautiful
and modern cities in Spain. A centre of trends in
gastronomy, art, fashion and with a exceptional
cultural offer.

Football lovers

In only a 70km radius we can find up to three first
division teams of La Liga Española: Villareal C.F.,
Valencia F.C.y Levante U.D. This places Valencia as
one of the main footballer foci in Spain.

Unbeatable weather

Due to its geographical position, València has a
typically Mediterranean climate. More than 300
sunny days a year guarantee us and make València
the perfect destination. The average temperature of
the city is around 19ºC. València has a privileged
climate throughout the year.
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SOC C E R AC A D E MY
SPAIN RUSH-SPF is an international high performance
academy of football, focused in player’s development,
located in Valencia, Spain which expands its activity in the
center of this city taking advantage of every benefit and
quality of this incredible environment.
We have a professional soccer UEFA Pro staff of
technicians and coaches who works on the design of the
programs to ensure that each player has an individual plan
that adapts to their skills as a footballer and their needs,
the aim of the programs is to develop and maximize their
potential through an intense training routine and total
immersion in the Spanish football of the players.
The development football program will be adapted to each
player according their football level and skills, their age &
their position. Individual plan for individual needs, with a
continuous monitoring.
SPAIN RUSH-SPF wants to create intelligent players who
know how to better read the game, predict and anticipate
future game situations and needs.
Our academy applies the realistic methodology “The
ball as protagonist” own philosophy, which promotes
the intelligence of the player by constantly placing him in
situations that require a quick decision making.

This mental agility, together with adequate physical,
technical, tactical and psychological preparation, creates
players who are more confident and therefore better and
smarter on the pitch.
“The ball as protagonist” that is based on the game’s
reality. Always all exercises are performed with ball and
in situations that can be found in a match, with a previous
warm-up focused in physical ability and psycho-motor
skills. For us the best training is playing, feeling the
competitiveness, and testing the skills with the pressure of
an opponent.
This psychology of football provides the players the ability
of read the game and advance their movements, that is
only achieved with experience competing, it isn’t can be
trained. That’s why in SPAIN RUSH-SPF players train, play
and compete as a weekly routine.
A good player, not only has to stand out for his own
technique and qualities, he has to be valid within a team,
has to learn to work with the group, understand their needs
and advance their position to what the team requires at any
time.
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- 3 SPAIN RUSH-SPF Field Training
- 3 SPAIN RUSH-SPF Gym Routine
- 1 SPAIN RUSH-SPF Match VS Club
- 3 Club Field Training
- 1 League Match
Choose your Education Program
- Option 1) Spanish Course
-Option 2) School Time
-British School
-American School

-Spanish School
-Option 3) UEFA Coach + Spanish

-Option 4) US Perfomance Academy
- City centre Sightseeing
- LaLiga Match in Mestalla

www.spanishprofootball.com

THE
ROUTINE
Our players combine the 3 SPF training
sessions and SPF friendly games against
Spanish teams with his integration into
Spanish teams (training routine & league
games[+18]). The number of training sessions
with Spanish team will depend on the assigned
team, between 3 to 5 per week. They have 1418 hours of soccer at week, guaranteeing its
individual progress. (Yoga, Gym, ...) and free
time to study and rest.
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14-18 hours of soccer at week

SPORT PLAN

“We guarantee
that all players
sign for Spanish
Team to train and
play on League
during the whole
season, one of
the strongest and
most competitive
Leagues in the
world.”

4 sessions of 1:45h each during the week.
3 on the football field with ball and 1 in
the gym. 3 trainings with local club + 3
training with SPF + 1 match with local
club + 1 match with SPF + 1 gym session

DURATION
The program starts between July 15th to
September 1st and ends between May
30th and June 30th.

ROUTINE
A good player, is good on his own, is good in
his team, is good in his position and is good
backing up anywhere else in the field.

STAFF
Professional coaches all qualified by UEFA
who have a long experience in the world of
professional football

SPORT FACILITIES
Facilities fully equipped with artificial grass
and all services included.
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SPAIN RUSH-SPF

TRAINING
We design programs for young players with
individual coaching plan. Each player has
his own program adapted to his needs, as a
player and as a person.
Our program has daily specific trainings
with RUSH-SPF Academy in our own high
quality facilities, afternoon trainings with
Spanish Clubs, and weekly friendly matches.
We also have gym sessions to work the upper train and force. Our coaches come from
profesional teams and are qualified by UEFA.
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TRAINING SESSION
Individual
RUSH-SPF works with high intensity football trainings on pitch
during 1:45h to develop and improve the individual technique.
Three days per week, conducted by our professional coaches.
After the individual analysis of each player, the exercises focus
on their deficiencies or weaknesses.
Other sessions are focused on improving group tactics. Players
learn to read the needs of the game and how to anticipate their
position. Individual tactics (the importance of correct position
in the field) & Defensive and offensive tactics.

Session Content

01
02
03
04

Fitness abilities (Stamina, balance, strength,
coordination, speed and agility)

Individual
controlling,
heading...)

technique (Driving, dribbling,
passing, shooting, week foot,

Individual tactics (Movements within the
collective lines, anticipation, coverage, swaps,
creating passing line, decision making, spatial
perception, body positioning...)
Collective tactic (Building the game from the
back, playing wide, inside superiority, crosses
and finishes, high pressing, different types of

attacking, different types of pressing)

Injury prevention
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Video analysis One of the most important parts
of our methodology is video analysis. Thanks to
the recording of all matches and some training
sessions, the coaches can correct and show the players the
main mistakes made.

(Strength exercises, plyometrics, Core, dynamical specific
movements...)
In addition to the coaches, we also have professionals
dedicated to the physical preparation, diagnosis, prevention
and treatment of all illnesses caused by the physical activity of
the players. RUSH-SPF Academy has its own physiotherapist
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Sports psychology
The psychological
functioning of athletes is just as important for
their performance as their physical, technical
and tactical/strategic functioning. In addition, psychological
functioning can influence positively or negatively all factors
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SPANISH

SOCCER

IMMERSION
We have different associated Spanish Clubs
( +80 Clubs- in all categories and divisions)
to provide the players real opportunities according
their level and age, and ensure their individual
progression.
Based on initial analysis players gets different
tryouts in Spanish Teams adapted by level and
age. Coaches assign a Spanish Team to train
and play on League (from 18 years old - FIFA
regulations) during the season. SPF realize the
necessary procedure to get the football license.
Sessions - Depending team schedule from 3 to 4
sessions per week in afternoon or evening.
Games - One game per week on weekends
(League schedule).
Spanish league has differences with respect
to other leagues. One of the main differences
is that not only professional clubs of LaLiga can
compete in the first categories U19,U16 & U14, in
Spain any club can access by their own merits to
the best divisions.
In these categories our associated teams compete
against Valencia C.F., Club Atlético de Madrid,
Villareal C.F. and Levante U.D...

www.spanishprofootball.com
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Spanish Male Leagues

CLUBS

partner Spanish clubs

The academy players in U25
age range has several options to

U.D. Alzira

3rd Division - Professional
U19 1st Division “División de Honor”
U16 & U14 1st Division “Autonómico”

C.D. Don Bosco

U19 2nd Division “Liga Nacional”
U16 & U14 2nd Division “Preferente”

compete in order his level on the
two semi-professional Spanish
division. First option is Segunda
B competing against the most

C.F. Torre Levante
3rd Division - Professional
U19 1st Division “División de Honor”
U19 2st Division “Liga Nacional”

Alboraya U.D.

3rd Division - Professional
U19 1st Division “D. Honor”
U16 & U14 1st Division “Autonómico”

C.F. San José

U19 2nd Division “Liga Nacional”
U19 3rd Division “Preferente
U16 & U14 1st Division “Autonómico”

Vilamarxant C.F.
3rd Division - Professional
U19 2st Division “Preferente”

Torrent CF

U19 3rd Division “Preferente”
U16 & U14 1st Division “Autonómico”

Paterna C.F.

3rd Division - Professional
U19 2nd Division “Liga Nacional”

important reserves teams like
FC Barcelona, Villarreal CF, Valencia CF, RCD Espanyol...
Second Option is the entry semipro level on Tercera against
some reserves teams from La
Liga and Segunda División like

Huracán

4th Division - Preferente
U19 3rd Division - Preferente

C.D. Acero

3rd Division - Professional
U19 2st Division “Liga Nacional”

Villarreal C and Elche Ilicitano
and other teams competing on
this level.
We have several association

agreement with those teams

to take players from RUSH-

SPF Academy to their squads.
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Spanish Female Leagues

CLUBS

The Spanish competition is

partner Spanish clubs

notable for the participation
of 22% of teams that are not
dependent on a male team.
Sponsorship

and

television,

U.D. Alzira

U.D. Aldaia C.F.

Lliga Autonomica Valentia
U16 Lliga Cadet-Infantil Valenta
U12 Lliga Aleví-Benjamí Valenta

Primera Nacional
Lliga Autonomica Valentia
U16 Lliga Cadet-Infantil Valenta
U12 Lliga Aleví-Benjamí Valenta

with 27% and 21% respectively, represent the main source of
income for the clubs. While the
average attendance at matches

D.-La Torre A.C.
Primera Nacional
U16 Lliga Cadet-Infantil Valenta
U12 Lliga Aleví-Benjamí Valenta

C.D.F.B. La Eliana

Lliga Autonomica Valentia
U16 Lliga Cadet-Infantil Valenta

(in 2019) was 749 spectators.
In Europe, only the English
and Norwegian leagues have
teams
than

with
the

bigger

Primera

budgets
Iberdrola.

Spain, the fifth largest market for

Mislata C.F.

Primera Nacional
Lliga Autonomica Valentia
U16 Lliga Cadet-Infantil Valenta
U12 Lliga Aleví-Benjamí Valenta

C.F. Fenix Moncada
Lliga Autonomica Valentia
U16 Lliga Cadet-Infantil Valenta

C.F.F. Maritim

Lliga Autonomica Valentia
U16 Lliga Cadet-Infantil Valenta

Tabernes C.F.

U16 Lliga Cadet-Infantil Valenta
U12 Lliga Aleví-Benjamí Valenta

women’s football. The country
ranks fifth in terms of average
budget per team at $628,000,
just $9,000 ahead of France’s
Division 1 Féminine, according
to a Fifa ranking.

U.D. Quart de Poblet
U16 Lliga Cadet-Infantil Valenta
U12 Lliga Aleví-Benjamí Valenta

C.D. Castellón

U16 Lliga Cadet-Infantil Valenta
U12 Lliga Aleví-Benjamí Valenta
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SUPPORT
It’s easy with SPAIN RUSH-SPF!
Our staff, located in the office, makes sure that the players don’t have any kind of
problem in their day to day life.

Administration -VISA Support

From the company we manage all the administrative and legal
formalities that the players may have to do when they move to
Spain.

Academic Support

All aspects related to the education and formation of players are
also managed by the company. All of our programs include a study
plan.

Full medical insurance

Players have medical insurance at private hospital. They are the
most modern and advanced health centres in Spain.

Other services around

Our staff is available for all the players 24h 7 days a week... day,
night, weekend... to help them with any unexpected difficulties that
may happen.
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BIG TEAM
SOCCER
STAFF

PHYSICAL

THERAPISTS

VISA

DEPARTMENT

LOGISTIC

DEPARTMENT

EDUCATION

DEPARTMENT

INTER.

DEPARTMENT

MARKETING
DEPARTMENT

Our drivers carry our players to
the clubs during the weekdays,
to make sure they arrive on time
and don’t miss any training.

DEPARTMENT

Our coaches and physical trainers all have
extensive experience in Spanish teams and
have the UEFA Pro License. In addition in the
academy more than 7 languages are spoken so
there’s no barrier with the players to understand
each other.

TRANSPORT
Private transport to carry them
to studies centre, to SPF training
and games and to Spanish clubs
trainings.

OPERATIONS
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SPF accommodation

SPORT RESORT
· Full board: Breakfast, lunch and dinner. Menus prepared
by the staff, following the Mediterranean diet and providing
a healthy and balanced diet. The weekly menus give the
resident the possibility to choose between several options.
Personalized diets (Halal and Vegan option).
· Cleaning, room service and laundry service.
· Staff on duty 24 hours a day.
· Active weekends: Cultural visits, sports and leisure
outings are organised. They also have a Football Club,
Athletics, Running, Hiking and MTB.
· Sport Centre: 60,000 m² dedicated to sport.
· Gym, swimmingpool & Garden areas with leisure and
entertainment areas for students.
· Dining rooms with access to terraces and gardens.
· Bar / Restaurant
· Leisure room, television, game centre...
· Study room.
· Events room: for conferences, celebrations, sports
stages, etc.
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Video of the Sport Resort
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SHOW YOUR TRUE LEVEL!
SPAIN RUSH-SPF offers you the
possibility of showing your skills at the
best soccer clubs in Spain.

TRIAL

PROGRAM
SPAIN RUSH-SPF offers you the possibility
of realizing a tryout program with us. The
players who choose this program could come
to the academy and try our methodology
and saw with their own eyes how is the life of
a SPAIN RUSH-SPF Player!
Our trial program is a short version of the
long term program; it includes the same
as the long program but with a difference
in duration. The main objective of the trial
program that the new players could enjoy
this unique experience living and playing in
Spain.

“SPAIN RUSH-SPF give
you the possibility to try
our program and show
your skills at the best
soccer clubs in Spain”
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TRIALS WITH SPANISH TEAMS
However, the duration is lesser
the conditions and treatment
of trial players are the same.
Moreover, it will include a short
Spanish language course. When
they arrive in Spain, our coaches

will examine the level of the new
players and they will organize
try-outs with different Spanish
Local Clubs, where these players
will play during their whole stance
with SPAIN RUSH-SPF.
The trials program
will be performed in
the Sport Resort Mas
Camarena, and give
you the possibility to
try SPAIN RUSH-SPF
program and show your
best skills before the
best local football clubs.
The TRIAL program
could have a duration
of: 2 week / 1 month / 2
months / 3 months
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1

2

3

+RUSH-SPF
Program
+Spanish Course
+Sport Resort
Accommodation
+Trial with Spanish
Team

+RUSH-SPF
Program
+Spanish Course
+Sport Resort
Accommodation

+RUSH-SPF
Program
+Spanish Course
+Sport Resort
Accommodation

+RUSH-SPF
Program
+Spanish Course
+Sport Resort
Accommodation

WEEKS

TOTAL

MONTH

TOTAL

MONTHS

TOTAL

MONTHS

TOTAL

PRICE

PRICE

PRICE

PRICE

Price in €

Price in €

Price in €

Price in €

Price in $

1.500€
1.700$

Price in $

2.800€
3.200$

Price in $

5.500€
6.250$

Price in $

8.100€
9.200$

- Choose
the educational program
that best suits you!
info@spainrush.com
www.spanishprofootball.com
High-Perfomance Academy
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LONG
TERM
PROGRAM

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
We combine our intensive soccer program
with language course, sports studies or high
school. All the players have a studies plan, for
us the education is next to football, the most
important thing. We have private Spanish school
or international schools and the players can
continue with the high school or bachelor.

The price includes:
RUSH-SPF Soccer Program + Study Program + Sport Resort Accommodation

1.

SPANISH LANGUAGE COURSE
10-12h/ per week of Spanish. Academy specialized in Spanish Language
With professional teachers Graduates in Hispanic Philology

TOTAL
PRICE

Possibility to do official exams with official certificates (not included on price)
Price in €
Price in $

2.

29.000€
33.000$

HELIOS PRIVATE SPANISH HIGH-SCHOOL
Private Spanish School “Helios”

TOTAL

Intensive Spanish immersion course of 1 or 2 months. Reinforcement and
Spanish classes throughout the course.
Official graduate (homologable). Groups divided by level, smalls groups

PRICE

Price in €
Price in $

3.

33.500€
38.000$

PLANTIO PRIVATE BRITISH IB HIGH-SCHOOL
Private British School “El Plantío ISV”.

TOTAL

Full curriculum in English. / I.B. option (diploma or certificate) / I.G.C.S.E.
examns (not included on price)
Required high level of English. Admittance test of Maths and English.

PRICE

Price in €
Price in $

35.000€
39.800$
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PLAY WITH SPANISH TEAMS

10 MONTHS

From Aug. to May.
From Sep. to Jun.

LONG
TERM
PROGRAM

The price includes:
RUSH-SPF Soccer Program + Study Program + Sport Resort Accommodation

4.

AMERICAN PRIVATE IB HIGH-SCHOOL (ASV)
Private British School “American School of Valencia.
The language of instruction is English for all subjects in the North American
curriculum. Must demonstrate high proficiency in English (reading, writing
and speaking) in order to be admitted.

TOTAL
PRICE

Price in €
Price in $

5.

37.000€
42.000$

UEFA COACH + SPANISH COURSE
10-12h/ per week of Spanish Language + 10-15 football formation

TOTAL

Required basic level of Spanish written read and spoken. Required graduate
of school. +16 years old.
Official certificate

PRICE

Price in €
Price in $

6.

32.000€
36.500$

US PERFORMANCE ACADEMY (IB)
US Performance Academy is the online middle and high school for high
performance athletes providing the best support in a dynamic environment
that meets the needs and scheduling of a driven athlete.

TOTAL
PRICE

Official certificate
Price in €
Price in $

35.000€
39.800$
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SUCCESS
STORIES

DAVID TAYLOR
PLAY :
AGE :
COUNTRY :
CLUB :
STORY :

Right-Back
21 years old
EEUU
Minnesota United (Major League Soccer)
Ex SPF player David Taylor (EEUU) after 2 years
playing in U19 1st Division and 3rd Division professional in Spain, he played with North Carolina
F.C. Currently he plays as a right-back for Minnesota United of Major League Soccer.

RIKI SHINOHARA
PLAY :
AGE :
COUNTRY :
CLUB :
STORY :

Mid Fielder
24 years old
Japan
Silla CF (3th Spanish Division)
SPF player Riki (Japan) plays in Spain in 3th Division Professional with the top team in the category the Silla CF.

KIM TAEHUN
PLAY :
AGE :
COUNTRY :
CLUB :
STORY :

Left and Right Winger
21 years old
South Korea
Gyeongnam FC. (1st Korean Division)
Ex player Kim (South Korea) after 1 year playing
in 1st Division U19 in Spain and 1 year playing in
2nd B Division in Spain too, is currently playing in
1st Division of Korea with Gyeongnam FC.

21

ORKHAN IBADOV
PLAY :
AGE :
COUNTRY :
CLUB :
STORY :

Central Back
21 years old
Ukrania
FC Arsenal Kyiv. (1st Ukranian Division)
Ex SPF player ORKHAN after 1 year playing in
U19 1st Division in Spain is playing now in FC Arsenal Kyiv, in Ukraine in 1st Division Professional
“Ukrainian Premier League”.

ARTEM GRIGORIAN
PLAY :
AGE :
COUNTRY :
CLUB :
STORY :

Stricker
10 years old
Russia
Alboraya CD
Currently, he is the youngest player of the Spain
Rush-SPF Academy. In his first season in Spain,
he has achieved to play with the Alboraya UD.

AVA PRIEST
PLAY :
AGE :
COUNTRY :
CLUB :
STORY :

Central Back
15 years old
USA
Real Club Deportivo La Coruña
She is a Sophomore at Boulder High School and
she is a Colorado Rush’s ‘06 Girls Academy attacking left/right back.

ORI COHEN
PLAY :
AGE :
COUNTRY :
CLUB :
STORY :

Mid Fielder
16 years old
Israel
CF Torre Levante (1st U16 “Liga Nacional”)
Currently player of Spain Rush-SPF Academy,
after 2 years in SPF he has achieved to play with
the top clubs U16 Division in Spain.
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What are your plans for next year?

SPAIN RUSH-SPF
Are you a Rush Soccer player? If you are, don't hesitate to ask
us because we have special discounts for all Rush players!

FROM COLORADO
TO SPAIN

Between the Rush Soccer staff that are in

Think back just a few short months

able to connect these young women with

ago; It is Summer; young students all
around the United States prepare for
time off from school, a break from all
sports, and enjoy some relaxing free

the United States, along with our Global
Staff all around the world, Rush was
Coach Ruben Estelles Camacho in Spain.
This trip was made possible for players
like Hope and Ava to gain an experience

time.

unlike any other in the football realm in

However, here at Rush, we have no

Hope & Ava are divulging into the culture,

North America.

off-season.

touring the country, and above all else;

Two Colorado Rush 2006 Academy

while training with a top club in Spain as

learning more about the game of soccer

Girls players, Hope Thao & Ava Priest
decided they would spend their “offseason” traveling to Valencia, Spain
from Denver, Colorado to train with

a part of Rush.
This is a great program offered to all of
our Rush players and we are very proud

SPF Rush.

of this opportunity we can provide.” Tiago

Although the opportunity to go to

YOU TOO CAN BE
A PART OF IT!

Calvano, Director of International Affairs

Valencia itself is amazing – the
girls had intention to grow their
United States born soccer skills
into

RUSH SOCCER

something

else,

expanding

their games to new horizons, while
also diving deep into the culture of
Valencia.

You always wanted to go play soccer
abroad, in a country where Futbol is
almost a religion? Contact us and get
signed up for this amazing opportunity!

high-performance in a...
...mediterranean paradise
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TAKE A HIGH SCHOOL COURSE IN SPAIN AND
PLAY FOOTBALL IN THE BEST CLUBS!
From SPAIN RUSH-SPF we offer a wide educational offer for all young players who are in high school so that
they can come to Spain and continue with the studies that best suit them with us in our high performance academy.
In addition to studying, they will be able to play and train to improve their skills as future footballers
thanks to our high performance training programme. The immersion in Spanish soccer and culture
will give them a new way of understanding the sport and will make them grow greatly as players!

GAP YEAR PLAYING AND TRAINING LIKE A PRO
Are you going to finish your high school studies this year and still not sure what you want to study?
Do you have doubts about which degree you want to study or which university you want to go to?
From SPAIN RUSH-SPF we propose you a great idea so you can grow as a player and enjoy your GAP
year with us. Here in Spain you will be able to do our high performance programme at the academy as well as
play and train with real Spanish clubs. A year in Spain before deciding on your professional future is a different
path recommended by the most prestigious universities in the world. In addition to helping you make your
future professional decisions, you will not stop learning and growing personally and professionally.

ACHIEVE YOUR DREAMS AFTER UNIVERSITY

Once you have completed your university studies it is time to fulfil your dreams and become a professional
soccer player. To achieve this, SPAIN RUSH-SPF offers you the possibility to come to Spain and play in
one of the best leagues in the world! Here you will discover what European football is like and you will
also be able to immerse yourself in a new culture full of positive values that will make you grow as a person.
Thanks to our many partnerships with Spanish clubs, our coaches will get you a team so that besides
playing with the academy you can practice in a real club!

DO YOU WANT TO STUDY AT AN US UNIVERSITY?
ASK US ABOUT OUR COLLEGE ADVISORY PROGRAM
The College Advisory Program for Rush Soccer is an in depth, EXCLUSIVE, player focused program that
gives Rush players Support, Services and Resources to maximize your success, whether you plan to play
collegiate soccer

info@spainrush.com

